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What’sYour
Best Fashion
Memory?
The people behind this issue
share their chicest moments.
“The
Valentino
anniversary
weekend in
Rome. It was
the fashion
highlight
of my life!”
—celebrity stylist Rachel
Zoe, who shares her Dos
and Don’ts on page 120

“The midnineties,
when Unzipped
came out. Seeing
supermodels
Linda and Naomi
made me aspire
to be in fashion.”
—Bryanboy, style
blogger extraordinaire,
who offers relationship
advice on page 242

“Figure-skating at the year-end recital; I was
9 or 10. I was doing a solo as a caveman,
my fur leopard number fell off, and I was just
in my underwear in front of the crowd.”
“My best fashion memory is being known as
Vest Boy in grade four. I wore a lot of vests.”
—Graydon Sheppard and Kyle Humphrey, respectively,
the guys behind the hilarious “Sh*t Girls Say” videos; their
“Sh*t Girls Say About Fashion” is on page 130.

“The first time
I was asked
to work with
Steven Meisel.
Such a great
honor!”
—Pat McGrath, CoverGirl global
creative director and the makeup
artist behind runway shows like Prada
and Lanvin, who created four of
the six bold eye looks on page 288
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—Bravo TV’s Brad Goreski,
who interviews Marc
Jacobs on page 210

“Introducing myself to
Tom Ford when he was still
designing for Gucci.”
—Gucci Westman, left, global
artistic director for Revlon, who
did the makeup on page 202

“Making
my own
butterfly
costume
for a play
in the fifth
grade.”

“The time I was 10
years old and
staying in a Paris
hotel with my
parents. I heard a
noise down the
hall—it was Linda
Evangelista doing a
shoot for Italian
Vogue. They let me
come in and watch!”

—Emily Weiss, the blogger
behind Into the Gloss, who
models her favorite fall
beauty trends on page 190

—Novelist Jill Kargman,
author of The Rock
Star in Seat 3A, who
writes about her
goth side on page 252

Glamour Asked Celebs:

What’s Your Most Memorable Outfit?

“A Valentino
dress I wore to
the Grammys
the year I was
diagnosed
[with breast
cancer]. I loved
that dress.”
—Sheryl Crow

“I have no idea.
I really just
dress for the
mood I’m
in. The other
day, I put a
sticker on
my forehead,
because I
was in a
weird mood.”
—Khloé
Kardashian

“A black dress
I wore to my
baby shower!
It was such a
great time,
and I’ll always
remember
that day.”
—Kristin
Cavallari

“When
Heroes was
nominated
for a Golden
Globe, I wore
a white
Reem Acra
dress. I felt
so beautiful
in it.”
—Ali Larter

“Probably
the iconic suit
corset that
Gaultier made
for me for my
Blonde Ambition
Tour. I loved
the male/female
aspect of it.”
—Madonna

Reported by Jessica Radloff and Evan Real
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“My best fashion
memory? The bright
orange Jil Sander
suit I wore to men’s
Fashion Week
in Milan.”

